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Simple least-significant-bit (LSB) substitution is a method used to embed secret
data in least significant bits of pixels in a host image. The LSB approaches typically
achieve high capacity. A simple LSB substitution, which hides secret data directly into
LSBs, is easily implemented but will result in bad quality of the stego-image. In order to
reduce the degradation of the host image after embedding, an LSB substitution scheme
was proposed by Wang et al. They proposed a genetic algorithm to search for approximate solutions. Also, Chang et al. proposed a dynamic programming strategy to efficiently obtain a solution. In this paper, we propose a more general model of Wang et
al.’s LSB substitution scheme, called as transforming LSB substitution. In order to
overcome the problem associated with the two previous approaches of a long running
time, a more efficient approach, referred to as the matching approach, is proposed to find
a better solution. Some experiments, demonstrations and analyses are shown in this paper to demonstrate our new scheme and approach.
Keywords: information hiding, least-significant-bit (LSB), matching algorithm, image
intellectual rights, security

1. INTRODUCTION
Information hiding is a method of hiding secret data into a host medium so that the
hidden data are imperceptible but known to the intended recipient [1]. The host medium
may be a digital image, audio, video, or another type of media. Among the different
kinds of media, the digital image is most popularly used as the host media to convey secret information. In the image hiding system, the image used to embed secret data is
called the host image (cover image). The resultant image, which is embedded with secret
data, is called the stego-image.
Different approaches to data hiding have been proposed for different goals, such as,
invisibility, robustness and capacity [2-6]. One of the common approaches is based on
manipulating the least-significant-bit (LSB) planes, which replaces the least significant
bits of the host image with secret data [7-13]. LSB approaches typically achieve high
capacity.
In a data hiding procedure, the host image must not be degraded too much, otherwise the quality of the stego-image will not be acceptable, and the embedded data easily
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detected. A simple LSB substitution, which hides secret data into LSBs directly, is easy
implemented but will result in a low quality stego-image. In order to achieve a good quality stego-image, Wang et al. used a substitution matrix to transform the secret data values
prior to embedding into the host image [8]. For a k-bit LSB substitution, the exhaustive
search method would take a long period of time to find an optimal substitution matrix. In
order to overcome a long running time of the exhaustive search, Wang et al. [8] proposed
a genetic algorithm to search for an approximate solution, and Chang et al. [11] also
proposed a dynamic programming strategy to find an optimal substitution matrix in an
efficient manner.
In this paper, we provide a better LSB substitution scheme, referred to as the transforming LSB substitution scheme. It should be noted that the scheme proposed by Wang
et al. [8] is a special case of ours. Also, some properties of our new scheme are shown in
this paper. Since both the genetic algorithm [8] and the dynamic programming strategy
[11] would need a lot of time to find an optimal solution in our new scheme, we propose
a new approach, called the matching approach [14], to find a better solution of more efficient manner.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some brief
descriptions of some prior related works. Our transforming LSB substitution scheme is
given in section 3, and our matching approach to solve the new scheme is discussed here
as well. Some properties of the new scheme are shown in section 4, and the results of the
experiment and analyses are given in section 5. Finally, we draw our conclusions in section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we describe some previous works about LSB substitutions. First we
show the LSB substitution scheme proposed by Wang et al. Then, we introduce two prior
approaches, the genetic algorithm and the dynamic programming strategy, used to find a
solution in the scheme.
2.1 Wang et al.’s LSB Substitution Scheme
As shown in Fig. 1, Wang et al. [8] proposed a model to describe their LSB substitution scheme. Suppose that the embedded data is secret image C, while the host multimedia is host image H. Both C and H are 8-bit gray images. Using simple LSB substitution, the rightmost k least significant bits of H will be replaced by C. k is denoted as the
length of LSB, i.e., |LSB| = k. C′ is defined by decomposing the bit streams of C into
several k-bit units and treating each unit as a single pixel. Also, let R be the k-bit residual
image, which is derived by extracting the rightmost k least significant bits from each
pixel in the host image H. To increase security, the pixel location of C′ is randomized by
a bijection (i.e., one-to-one and onto) mapping function into a meaningless image C″. In
order to achieve a good embedding result, an N × N substitution matrix S = {sij} is defined by

⎧1 gray value i is replaced by gray value j ,
sij = ⎨
⎩0 do nothing,
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where N = 2k. The substitution matrix S is used to replace each pixel with gray value i in
C″ by a pixel with gray value j. There are (2k)! different substitution matrices, denoted as
S1, S2, …, S(2k)!. A matrix Si transforms C″ into Ci′′′, and a stego-image Z can be obtained
by replacing R with Ci′′′. In order to estimate the quality of the stego-image, the mean
square error (MSE) is proposed and is defined as follows:

MSE =

1 m −1
1 m −1
( z l − hl ) 2 = ∑ (cl′′′− rl ) 2 .
∑
m l =0
m l =0

Here zl, hl, cl′′′, and rl represent the pixel gray values of the stego-image Z, host image H,
secret image C ′′′, and residual image R in location l, respectively, and m is the image size.
An optimal secret image C* is the secret image Ci′′′, which leads to an optimal embedding
result (i.e., the result with the minimum MSE) in their scheme. Note that the k × 2k bits of
additional data, which records the transformation method, need to be kept or transformed
for extracting. Wang et al. [8] proposed a genetic algorithm to find an approximate solution in their model.

Fig. 1. The model of Wang et al.’s LSB substitution scheme.

2.2 Dynamic Programming Strategy

Chang et al. [11] proposed a dynamic programming strategy to find an optimal solution of Wang et al.’s model [8] in an efficient manner. Their main approach was to
redefine the substitution matrix S as the matrix MN×N. If the pixels with gray value i in C″
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were transformed into gray value j, the entry M[i][j] of MN×N represented the total square
differences between the transformed pixels and the pixels of the corresponding locations
in the residual image R. It is obvious that a list g0g1…gN−1 with a minimum of M[0][g0] +
M[1][g1] + … + M[N − 1][gN-1] is an optimal solution of Wang et al.’s model. A dynamic
approach was proposed to find an optimal list as follows: Suppose that Set is a subset of
{0, 1, …, N − 1}. Let Cost[r, Set] denote the minimum cost of the substitution list picked
up from the sub-matrix M′ of MN×N, where M′ is constructed by rows from N − 1 to r and
columns listed in Set. The dynamic formula is expressed as follows:
Cost[r , Set ] = min {M [r ][ j ] + Cost[r + 1, Set − { j}]} .
j∈Set

The initial value of Cost[N, {}] is zero. Then, Cost[0, {0, 1, …, N − 1}] is the minimum
cost of all M[0][g0] + M[1][g1] + … + M[N − 1][gN-1].

3. THE TRANSFORMING LSB SUBSTITUTION SCHEME
In this section, we propose a more general definition of Wang et al.’s LSB substitution scheme. In addition we demonstrate a matching approach to solve the new scheme.
3.1 The Transforming LSB Substitution Scheme

We redefine the LSB substitution scheme proposed by Wang et al. [8] in a more
general situation. Let the secret image C form a bit string S = s0s1…sn-1, where n is the
number of secret bits and si represents a bit, for i = 0, 1, 2, …, n − 1. For the k-bit simple
LSB substitution approach, the bits in host image H, which will be replaced by the bit
string S, form a bit string R = r0r1…rn-1. We will refer to the bit string S as the secret
string and to the bit string R as the replaced string. As shown in Fig. 2, each bit si in S
will replace the bit ri in R. The value of k is usually equal to 1, 2, 3, or, 4 and each of the
k adjacent bits of R in Fig. 2 come from the same pixel of the host image. The idea of
Wang et al.’s LSB substitution scheme is that each k-bit string of S is transformed into
another k-bit string before replacing R. Then we extend the k-bit string to the l-bit string,
denoted as the matching string, where l ≥ k. l is the length of a matching string. As shown
in Fig. 2, each l-bit string of S will be transformed into another l-bit string before replacing R, therefore we call our new scheme as the l-bit transforming LSB substitution
scheme. Note that the LSB substitution scheme proposed by Wang et al. is a special case
of our new scheme with l = k.

Fig. 2. An example of a bit string S and a bit string R, where l = 6 and k = 3.
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3.2 Matching Approach of Weighted Bipartite Graph

In order to find an optimal solution in the transforming LSB substitution scheme,
we propose a matching approach to solve this problem. A bipartite graph consists of two
sets of vertices in which there are weighted edges to connect the two disjoint sets. The
matching of a bipartite graph is a set of edges with no endpoints in common. A maximal
matching is a matching to which no edge in the graph can be added. A maximum matching is a matching with maximum weight. Note that the maximum matching problem can
be solved by a well-known approach, called as Hungarian Method, and has been applied
to different regions [14-16].
Given an l-bit transforming LSB substitution scheme, we can construct a bipartite
graph G = (A∪B, E), where vertex set A = {a0, a1, …, aN-1}, vertex set B = {b0, b1, …,
bN−1}, and edge set E = {(ai, bj) | for each 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1}. N is equal to 2l. Suppose S and
R are the secret string and the replaced string, respectively. Then, a maximal matching of
G has cardinality N and represents a transformation which transforms the secret string S
into another secret string S′. We denote such maximal matching as (S, S′). Because we
are only interested in the matching with cardinality N, any matching appearing in the
following article is a maximal matching. When weights are assigned to all edges such
that the weight of a matching (S, S′) is equal to MSES′R, where MSES′R denotes the mean
square error between host image H and stego-image Z with R substituted by S′, a matching with minimum weight is an optimal solution. For any value of l, not all such
weighted bipartite graphs exist. But, if k divides l, the weighted bipartite graph can be
created easily. Fig. 3 shows the case of l = 3 × k, where S0, S1, …, Sm-1 are all k-bit string
of S and R0, R1, …, Rm-1 are all k-bit string of R, and where m is the size of the host image.
We scan strings S and R simultaneously, from left to right and process each l-bit string of
S and R as follows. Consider each l-bit string S3i+0||S3i+1||S3i+2 of S and l-bit string R3i+0||
R3i+1||R3i+2 of R, where i = 0, 1, …, (m/3) − 1 and the symbol “||” means the string concatenation operator. Let x be the value of S3i+0 ||S3i+1||S3i+2, denoted as val(S3i+0||S3i+1||S3i+2).
Also, let y0 = val(R3i+0), y1 = val(R3i+1), and y2 = val(R3i+2). Suppose j is an integer in 0,
1, …, N − 1. j can be represented as an l-bit string J, and let j0, j1, and j2 be the value of
left k-bit string, middle k-bit string, and right k-bit string of J, respectively. If the l-bit
string S3i+0||S3i+1||S3i+2 matches to the l-bit string J, the l-bit string J is used to substitute
the l-bit string R3i+0||R3i+1||R3i+2. Therefore, the square error in this case is (j0 − y0)2 + (j1 −
y1)2 + (j2 − y2)2. Assume that the weight of edge (ax, bj) is denoted as cost (ax, bj). The
cost(ax, bj) in the current stage is calculated by adding (j0 − y0)2 + (j1 − y1)2 + (j2 − y2)2 to
the cost(ax, bj) in the previous stage. Therefore we have the following equation,
current cost(ax, bj) = {previous cost(ax, bj)} + (j0 − y0)2 + (j1 − y1)2 + (j2 − y2)2,
for j = 0, 1, …, N − 1.

(1)

Thus, as shown in Fig. 3, we add the value (j0 − y0)2 + (j1 − y1)2 + (j2 − y2)2 to edge (ax, bj),
for j = 0, 1, …, N − 1. After all l-bit strings of S and R are processed, the weights of all
edges in the bipartite graph have been assigned.
Fig. 4 shows an example to explain why k divides l required for creating a correct
weighted bipartite graph. In Fig. 4, values k and l are 4 and 6, respectively. String S
matches to string S′, then string S′ is used to substitute string R. The first 6-bit of S′ sub-
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Fig. 3. An example of the weight assignment of a bipartite graph for bit strings S and R, where l = 3
× k. x, y0, y1, and y2 are the values of the corresponding bit strings.

Fig. 4. An example of the weight assignment of a bipartite graph for bit strings S and R, where k =
4 and l = 6.

stitutes the first 6-bit of R. Note that the first 6-bit of R consists of 4 LSB bits of one pixel
and 4th LSB bit and 3rd LSB bit of another pixel. Therefore, cost(a8, b5) = (1 − 5)2 + (4 −
0)2. The total cost of the matching is cost(a8, b5) + cost(a17, b9) = 32 + 10 = 42. However,
the exact square error of this substitution is (1 − 5)2 + (4 − 3)2 + (9 − 10)2 = 18.
3.3 Embedding Process and Extracting Process

Note that the optimal matching found by the matching approach must be kept in order to extract the embedded message. It needs l × 2l bits, denoted as string O, to represent
the optimal matching. We describe the embedding process and extracting process as follows.
Algorithm Embedding-Process (C, H, k, l)
Input: a secret image C and a host image H for l-bit transforming LSB substitution with
k-bit simple LSB substitution;
Output: stego-image Z and optimal matching O;
1. Get secret string S from C and replaced string R from H
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2. Create bipartite graph G and find an optimal matching O
3. Transform S into S′ by the optimal matching O
4. Create stego-image Z by replacing R with S′
Algorithm Extracting-Process (Z, O, k, l)
Input: a stego-image Z and an optimal matching O for l-bit transforming LSB substitution with k-bit simple LSB substitution;
Output: secret image C;
1. Get embedded string S′ from Z
2. Transform S′ into S by the optimal matching O
3. Construct secret image C from S

4. PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSFORMING LSB
SUBSTITUTION SCHEME
In this section, we show some properties of the l-bit transforming LSB substitution
scheme.
Definition 1 Given a secret string S and a number l, the matching space M(S, l) is defined as the set including all different bit strings S′, where matching (S, S′) is a matching
of bipartite graph Gl. That is, M(S, l) = {S′ | (S, S′) is a matching of Gl}.
Definition 2 Given a secret string S of a secret image C and a replaced string R of a
host image H, then both MSESR and MSEHZ are defined as the mean square error between
host image H and stego-image Z, where Z is created by replacing R by S.
Definition 3 Given a number l, BMSEl is defined as the best mean square error between
host image H and stego-image Z, where Z is a solution of the l-bit transforming LSB substitution problem.
Theorem 1 Given two l-bit transforming LSB substitution problems with l = l1 and l2,
respectively. If l1 | l2 and l1 < l2, then for all secret strings S, matching space M(S, l1) ⊆
matching space M(S, l2).
Proof: Fig. 5 shows the case of l2 = 3 × l1. This can be used to explain any case of l1|l2
and l1 < l2. In Fig. 5, left side shows an l1-bit matching (S, S′), which transforms l1-bit
string A, B, and C of secret string S into A′, B′, and C′ of another secret string S′, respectively. That is, S′ ∈ matching space M(S, l1). Then, an l2-bit matching (S, S′) can be obtained by transforming l2-bit string A||B||C of secret string S into A′||B′||C′ of secret string
S′. Therefore, S′ ∈ matching space M(S, l2). We have shown that matching space M(S, l1)

⊆ matching space M(S, l2) for any secret string S.

From Theorem 1, we can easily obtain the following theorem.
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Fig. 5. An l1-bit matching (S, S′) can be used to form an l2-bit matching (S, S′).

Fig. 6. (S, S′) is an l1-bit matching, but not an l2-bit matching.

Theorem 2 Given two l-bit transforming LSB substitution problems with l = l1 and l2,
respectively. If l1 | l2 and l1 < l2, then, for all secret string S, BMSEl1 ≥ BMSEl2.
Theorem 3 Given two l-bit transforming LSB substitution problems with l = l1 and l2,
respectively. If l1 does not divide l2 and l1 < l2, then there exists a secret string S such that
matching space M(S, l1) ⊄ matching space M(S, l2) and matching space M(S, l2) ⊄
matching space M(S, l1).
Proof: Figs. 6 and 7 show the case lcm(l1, l2) = 3 × l1 = 2 × l2, where lcm(l1, l2) is the
least common multiple of l1and l2. It can be used to explain any case where l1 does not
divide l2 and l1 < l2. In Fig. 6, (S, S′) is an l1-bit matching, which transforms l1-bit string A,
B1 || B2, B1 || B3, and C into l1-bit string A′, B1′ || B2′ , B1′′ || B3′ , and C′, respectively. But, (S,

S′) is not an l2-bit matching, because l2-bit string A||B1 will be transformed into both
A′ || B1′ and A′ || B1′′ , which are pointed out by the gray background in Fig. 6. Therefore,
there exists a secret string S such that S′ ∈ M(S, l1) and S′ ∉ M(S, l2). Thus, M(S, l1) ⊄
M(S, l2).
In Fig. 7, (S, S′) is an l2-bit matching, which transforms l2-bit string A||B1, B2||C, and
A||B3 into A′|| B1′ , B2′ ||C′, and A″|| B3′′ , respectively. But, (S, S′) is not an l1-bit matching,
because l1-bit string A will be transformed into both A′ and A″, which are pointed out by
the gray background in Fig. 7. Therefore, there exists a secret string S such that S′ ∈ M(S,
l2) and S′ ∉ M(S, l1). Thus, M(S, l2) ⊄ M(S, l1).
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Fig. 7. (S, S′) is an l2-bit matching, but not an l1-bit matching.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
5.1 Experimental Results

In this subsection, we show the experimental results of our approach. We have written our approach in C language, and the running environment is a 1.3 GHz Pentium 4 (M)
CPU and 512Mb RAM, with a Windows XP operating system. The images tested in our
experiment are all 8-bit images with 256 gray levels. Two test images with size 512 ×
512 shown in Figs. 8 (a) and (b) are treated as the host images. The other test images that
are prepared to be embedded into the host images are classified into two classes: the first
class contains four images with size 512 × 256 as shown in Figs. 8 (c)-(f), and the second
class contains four images with size 256 × 256 as shown in Figs. 8 (g)-(j).

Fig. 8. The two host images with size 512 × 512 are (a) Lena and (b) Baboon. The first class of four
secret images with size 512 × 256 are (c) Airplane, (d) Sailboat, (e) Tiff and (f) Text. The
second class of four secret images with size 256 × 256 are (g) Toys, (h) Boat, (i) Girl and (j)
Peppers.
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Table 1. The results of embedding 512 × 256 secret images into host images Lena and
Baboon by different approaches: simple LSB substitution, matching approach
with l = 4 and 8 and k = 4.
Simple LSB k = 4 Matching l = 4 Matching l = 8
Lena Baboon Lena Baboon Lena Baboon
Airplane

Sailboat

Tiff

Text

Average
*

MSE
ratio
time
MSE
ratio
time
MSE
ratio
time
MSE
ratio
time
MSE
ratio
time*

38.73
100%
0.35
37.87
100%
0.26
42.56
100%
0.21
57.71
100%
0.25
44.22
100%
0.27

38.82
100%
0.21
37.05
100%
0.21
42.93
100%
0.21
58.77
100%
0.23
44.39
100%
0.22

33.29
86%
0.41
34.18
90%
0.25
33.26
78%
0.25
29.16
51%
0.23
32.48
76%
0.35

32.84
85%
0.32
33.66
91%
0.25
32.90
77%
0.25
28.69
49%
0.25
32.02
75%
0.33

26.64
69%
1.73
28.56
75%
1.62
25.73
60%
1.44
26.51
46%
1.81
26.86
63%
1.75

26.28
68%
1.68
28.15
76%
1.66
25.33
59%
1.44
26.11
44%
1.81
26.47
62%
1.82

Each running time is all running time from first instruction to last instruction, including reading cover image,
executing matching, calculating MSE, and writing stego-image. The average of the pure running times which
are just for executing matching, is 0.037 seconds for l = 4 and is 0.490 seconds for l = 8.

Table 1 shows the results of those 512 × 256 images being embedded into host images, Lena and Baboon, by the following approaches: simple LSB substitution, matching
approach with l = 4 and 8, which are all divisible by k = 4. We use the MSE created by
simple LSB substitution as the basis. The ratios of the MSE of the matching approach to
the simple LSB substitution are shown in the Table 1. The average ratios of the matching
approach with l = 8 are 63% and 62% corresponding to the host images Lena and Baboon, respectively. It shows that the matching approach improves the quality of embedded images substantially. Also, the matching approach runs very fast. All of them finished within 2 seconds.
Table 2 shows the results of those 256 × 256 images being embedded into host images Lena and Baboon. Because these cases are 2-bit LSB substitution, we use l = 2, 4, 6,
and 8, which are all divisible by k = 2, to show the results of the matching approach. The
average MSE ratios of the matching approach with l = 8 are 83% for both images Lena
and Baboon. The cells in Table 2, marked by gray background, are the cases that the results of l = 6 are worse than that of l = 4. It is for this reason that 4 does not divide 6 as
shown in Theorem 3.
5.2 Analyses

In order to demonstrate that our approach is efficient in the running time, we compare the time complexity of our approach to that of Chang et al.’s [11]. The time analysis
of Wang et al.’s genetic algorithm [8] is not given in our discussions, for the reason that
their approach can just find an approximate solution and will spend more time than
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Chang et al. as shown in [11]. Applying the Hungarian Method shown in [14] to find a
minimum matching, the time complexity of our matching approach is O(N3 + Nm), where
Nm is for creating the weighted bipartite graph G and N3 is for finding an optimal solution. On the other hand, the dynamic programming approach takes O(Nm) to construct a
modified substitution matrix. Also, in order to calculate the value of m_Cost[0, {0, 1, …,
N − 1}], all subsets of Set = {0, 1, …, N − 1} must be created. Given a size i, there exists
⎛ N ⎞ different subsets of Set. Therefore, there are ⎛ N ⎞ ⎛ N ⎞
⎛N⎞
N different
⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟
⎜⎜ 0 ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ 1 ⎟⎟ + L + ⎜⎜ N ⎟⎟ = 2
⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠
subsets needed to be created. Hence, the time complexity of Chang et al.’s approach is
O(2N + Nm).
Table 2. The results of embedding 256 × 256 secret images into host images Lena and
Baboon by different approaches: simple LSB substitution, matching approach
with l = 2, 4, 6 and 8 and k = 2.
Simple LSB
Matching
Matching
Matching
Matching
k=2
l=2
l=4
l=6
l=8
Lena Baboon Lena Baboon Lena Baboon Lena Baboon Lena Baboon
MSE
ratio
time
MSE
Boat
ratio
time
MSE
Girl
ratio
time
MSE
Peppers ratio
time
MSE
Average ratio
time
Toys

2.45
100%
0.23
2.30
100%
0.11
2.32
100%
0.11
2.33
100%
0.11
2.35
100%
0.14

2.45 2.18
2.19
100% 89% 89%
0.11 0.22
0.14
2.29 2.28
2.29
100% 99% 100%
0.11 0.14
0.14
2.31 2.31
2.31
100% 100% 100%
0.11 0.14
0.14
2.34 2.33
2.33
100% 100% 100%
0.11 0.14
0.14
2.35 2.28
2.28
100% 97% 97%
0.11 0.16
0.14

2.09
85%
0.19
2.16
94%
0.17
2.21
95%
0.17
2.26
97%
0.2
2.18
93%
0.18

2.09
85%
0.18
2.16
95%
0.19
2.21
96%
0.18
2.26
97%
0.18
2.18
93%
0.18

2.09
85%
0.37
2.15
93%
0.37
2.24
97%
0.37
2.28
98%
0.37
2.19
93%
0.40

2.10
85%
0.36
2.15
94%
0.42
2.24
97%
0.36
2.29
98%
0.36
2.20
94%
0.38

1.79
73%
1.56
1.91
83%
1.46
2.00
86%
1.35
2.06
88%
1.48
1.94
83%
1.44

1.79
73%
1.55
1.91
84%
1.45
2.00
87%
1.36
2.06
88%
1.50
1.94
83%
1.47

Table 3. Compare the running time O(N 3 + Nm) of our approach with the running time
O(2N + Nm) of Chang et al., for different values of l.
Time Complexities
l=2
l=4
l=6
l=8
N3 + Nm = (2l)3 + 2l × 218
26 + 220 212 + 222 218 + 224 224 + 226
l
24 + 220 216 + 222 264 + 224 2256 + 226
2N + Nm = 22 + 2l × 218

Table 3 compares the time complexity O(N3 + Nm) of our approach with the one of
O(2 + Nm) in the scheme of Chang et al. It lists the values between N3 + Nm and 2N +
Nm for different values of l. When l is larger or equal to 6, the dynamic programming
strategy will slow down considerably. It seems that it is hard to finish in a feasible time
N
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Table 4. Compare the running time (unit: second) and MSE values of our matching approach and Chang et al.’s dynamic programming approach with l = k = 2 and l
= k = 4.
Dynamic k = 2 Matching l = 2
Dynamic k = 4 Matching l = 4
Lena Baboon Lena Baboon
Lena Baboon Lena Baboon
Toys
Boat
Girl
Peppers
Average
Time*
Average
MSE
*

0.57
0.60
0.60
0.59

0.64
0.69
0.58
0.59

0.22
0.14
0.14
0.14

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

0.59

0.63

0.16

0.14

2.28

2.28

2.28

2.28

Airplane 0.70
Sailboat 0.68
Tiff
0.84
Text
0.85
Average
0.77
Time*
Average
32.48
MSE

0.76
0.73
0.63
0.78

0.41
0.31
0.33
0.34

0.32
0.34
0.32
0.32

0.73

0.35

0.33

32.02

32.48

32.02

For l = k = 2 and l = k = 4, the running times of ours are much better than that of Chang et al.’s. The
running times of simulation results don’t seem to fit the analyses of time complexity shown in Table
3. (Hint: Because the main cost of running time is Nm, which is caused by creating a weighted bipartite graph or a substitution matrix, for l = k = 2 and l = k = 4. Therefore, the difference for finding a
solution at the running time between the matching-approach and the dynamic-programming-approach is minor only. A possible empiricism is that our program is written by programming-C, and
the source-code programmed by the compared scheme is written by programming-C++.)

when l = 6 and l = 8. Therefore our approach is more efficient than Chang et al.’s. Table
4 shows the running times of simulation results of our matching approach and Chang et
al.’s dynamic programming approach with l = k = 2 and l = k = 4. Their program was
implemented by Visual C++ language. The results of MSE values are the same in both
approaches, and the averages of MSE values are also listed in the table. As shown in Table 4, to obtain similar MSE, our approach spends less time in both cases with l = k = 2
and l = k = 4. Also, if we let l = 8, then we could use a processing time, which was about
2.3 times longer than Chang et al.’s, to reduce the MSE obtained by Chang et al.’s dynamic programming [11] from 32.25 to 26.66 if k = 4 in [11] (or from 2.28 to 1.94 if k =
2 in [11]); in other words, to get an increase of about 0.8 dB (0.7 dB) in PSNR.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a more general definition for Wang et al.’s LSB
substitution scheme, referred to as the transforming LSB substitution scheme. When compared to past similar studies such as [8, 11], a dramatic saving in time complexity is
achieved using our scheme to find a better solution. In other words, the performance in
terms of running time is substantially better than that of previous ones as is evident by
the significant improvement in our experiments.
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